Abstract-Online social network is emerging as a promising alternative for users to directly access video contents. By allowing users to import videos and re-share them through the social connections, a large number of videos are available to users in the online social network. The rapid growth of the user-generated videos provides enormous potential for users to find the ones that interest them; while the convergence of online social network service and online video sharing service makes it possible to perform recommendation using social factors and content factors jointly. In this paper, we design a joint social-content recommendation framework to suggest users which videos to import or re-share in the online social network. In this framework, we first propose a user-content matrix update approach which updates and fills in cold user-video entries to provide the foundations for the recommendation. Then, based on the updated user-content matrix, we construct a joint social-content space to measure the relevance between users and videos, which can provide a high accuracy for video importing and re-sharing recommendation. We conduct experiments using real traces from Tencent Weibo and Youku to verify our algorithm and evaluate its performance. The results demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach and show that our approach can substantially improve the recommendation accuracy.
industry-Internet Social TV-very promising [1] [2] [3] . In the context of online social network, video contents are generated by individuals, instead of the centralized content providers [4] , e.g., more than 60 hours' worth of videos are uploaded by users per minute on YouTube [5] . A large portion of the videos originally hosted in the video sharing system are being "imported" by individuals to the online social network [6] , and "re-shared" among users through the social connections.
The online social network is reshaping not only the way how videos are generated, but also the way how users consume the video contents. The massive number of videos available makes it possible for users to directly find the videos that interest them in the online social network. In the online social network, users are psychologically willing to import and re-share videos [7] ; however, it can be difficult for them to choose videos to import or re-share among the large number of videos available, making recommendation for both activities in demand. To realize the potential of such social video sharing, we are interested in the recommendation of videos for two important social activities in the online social network [8] as follows.
• Importing recommendation answers the question "what videos to import?" In the popular online social network systems such as Facebook and Twitter, most of the videos are not hosted by the social network systems, instead, they are imported from other external video sharing systems, e.g., users can import videos from YouTube to Twitter by simply posting the links to the videos. The importing recommendation helps users to discover interesting videos from the video sharing websites.
• Re-sharing recommendation answers the question "what videos to re-share?" After users have imported videos to the online social network, such videos will be distributed through the social connections, e.g., users on Twitter see the videos shared by people they follow, and will further re-share the videos to people who follow them, making videos propagate in a cascade way [9] . The re-sharing recommendation helps users discover the videos among the large number of videos shared by people they follow. Existing video recommendation includes both content-based recommendation [10] and social-based recommendation [11] . In the content-based recommendation, content-based filtering and collaborative filtering [12] have been widely studied. They are based on the content similarity from either the content analysis, or the user's historical ratings of the contents. Such recommendation approaches can provide a user with contents similar to the ones he has viewed before, or the contents that users similar to him have viewed before, as illustrated in Fig. 1(a) . On the other hand, in the social-based recommendation, social relationship (e.g., friending, following, etc.) is used to filter the contents distributed through the social connections, so that contents that one likes can be suggested to their social connections [11] . Such recommendation approach is able to provide users with the contents that have previously interested their friends, as illustrated in Fig. 1(b) .
In the context of online social network, existing video recommendations are facing the following problem and challenges.
(1) They are lack of consideration of how contents propagate through the social connections, which is a unique feature of the online social network. (2) Importing and sharing videos in the online social network are implicit, i.e., users hardly give explicit ratings to videos they have imported/re-shared, which are required in many existing recommendation approaches. (3) Cold-start is even more challenging in the recommendation for today's user-generated contents for two reasons: (a) For users who have just joined the system, they have hardly imported or shared any videos in the system, making it difficult to recommend any contents for them, since existing recommendation systems rely on users' historical preferences. (b) For the videos imported by users who have few friends, a large fraction of them have almost no viewer. It is difficult to determine which users these contents should be recommended to as well.
To address the above problem and challenges, we propose a joint social and content recommendation framework. Fig. 2 illustrates the concept design, where videos can be recommended to users according to both the social relation and the content similarity. In particular, a user-user matrix (how users are socially connected), a content-content matrix (how videos are similar to each other) and a user-content matrix (how users import and re-share these videos) are utilized as inputs in our recommendation. More specifically, first, we propose a user-content matrix update algorithm by incorporating both social propagation and content similarity. We describe how socially connected users influence each other and how similar videos can interest the same user, so as to predict which videos are to be imported/re-shared by which users. In the update, entries for cold users and cold contents in the user-content matrix are updated and filled in so as to improve the recommendation. Second, based on the updated user-content matrix, we build a joint user-content space to measure the relevance between users and contents. Dynamical adjustment of the weights of user space and content space is employed to improve the recommendation for both importing and re-sharing.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We summarize the related works in Section II. We introduce the framework of our recommendation in Section III. We present the detailed recommendation algorithms in Sections IV and V. We discuss the efficiency issues and potential extensions of our recommendation algorithms in Section VII. We evaluate the performance of our design in Section VI. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section VIII.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we survey literature on online social networks, video recommendation technologies, and recommendation in the context of online social network.
A. Online Social Network
Online social network has become a popular research topic in recent years. Mislove et al. [13] use real world traces to study the topology of the social graph, and confirm the power-law, small-world, and scale-free properties of the online social network. Krishnamurthy et al. [14] investigate Twitter and identify the distinct classes of users and their behaviors, as well as geographic growth patterns of the social network. Information in a online social network spreads among users in a "word-ofmouth" manner. A number of research efforts have been devoted to studying the propagation of information. Kwak et al. [15] investigate the impact of users' retweets on information diffusion in Twitter. Dodds et al. [16] use the contagion model to study information propagation where a piece of information is regarded as an infective disease which spreads via the social connections. Domingos et al. [17] explore the value of social networks in estimating potential buyers of a product or a service, which can be influenced by an existing customer. Kempe et al. [9] investigate how to maximize the spread of influence in an online social network, and Hartline et al. [18] utilize such maximum spread to achieve revenue maximization. Recommendation in the online social network not only provides users with the contents that can interest them, but also provides information that can potential improve the service quality for the content sharing systems, which host the socialized contents [19] .
In this paper, we will explore the potential to use social propagation for user-generated video recommendation.
B. Video Recommendation
For general video recommendation, content collaboration and collaborative filtering have been widely used in the existing recommender systems [20] , [12] . The basic idea is that when recommending contents for a user, the contents that are similar to the ones he has viewed before will be suggested. On one hand, such similar contents can be found out by content analysis technologies; on the other hand, contents that are accessed by similar users can also be regarded as similar to each other. However, individually they fail to provide good recommendation:
(1) content-based approaches only measure the similarity using multimedia analysis, which cannot directly reflect users' interests; and (2) collaborative filtering suffers from the sparsity of users' preference database [21] .
Due to the above drawbacks of pure content-based and collaborative filtering approaches, there have been some studies on combining the two to achieve better recommendation performance. Melville et al. [22] have proposed to incorporate components from both content-based and collaboration filtering approaches to generate a hybrid recommender system, in which a content-based predictor is used to enhance the existing user data, where the pseudo user-ratings are generated based on the content analysis and used in the content-boosted collaborative filtering. Basilico et al. [23] have designed a kernel function between user-item pairs that allows simultaneous generalization across the user and item dimensions. There are also other recommendation frameworks for user-generated video recommendation. Baluja et al. [24] have proposed to use a random walk through a co-view graph in YouTube to recommend the videos.
In this paper, we study how videos in the online social network can be suggested to users using the information from both the online social network and the online video sharing network.
C. Video Recommendation in the Context of Online Social Network
Due to the massive number of user-generated videos available in the online social network, recommendation is essential to realize the potential of social media in the online social network [25] . In order to keep users entertained and engaged, it is imperative that these recommendations are updated regularly and reflect a user's recent activity on the site [26] . Social connections and users' social activities are important records that can be used in video recommendation. Debnath et al. [27] have proposed to improve the recommendation performance using online social network, where attributes used for content based recommendations are assigned weights depending on their importance to users. Walter et al. [11] have proposed a trust-based model to perform recommendation, where users leverage their social connections to reach interesting information and make use of the trust relationship to filter unwanted information. Since recommendation generally relies on users' private information (e.g., video ratings), it is challenging to perform content suggestion when users will not contribute their rating information. Isaacman et al. [28] have proposed to use matrix factorization for recommendation for user-generated contents when the rating information is only shared between content producer and consumer pairs, which is a common privacy demand by users. Wang et al. [29] have studied recommendation for social groups using instead of individuals in the online social network, using the followees' information of the users inside the groups.
To the best of our knowledge, these is no study on using social propagation, content similarity analysis and users' social activities jointly to perform recommendations for user-generated videos. In this paper, we explore how information from the online social network and online video sharing network can be used jointly to improve recommendation performance.
III. FRAMEWORK
In this section, we first show the difference between importing recommendation and re-sharing recommendation, then we present the framework for both types of recommendations.
A. Recommendation for Importing and Re-Sharing
Our recommendation is for users' imports and re-shares, i.e., we suggest videos that users like to import to or re-share in the online social network. The two social activities are different as follows. (1) Different purposes. When importing videos to the online social network, users act as sources of the video contents, and they are willing to contribute videos that will interest their friends in the online social network. When re-sharing videos, they are helping the diffusion of the videos that are already in the online social network. (2) Different scales. In our measurement of Tencent Weibo, we observe that the number of imports issued by users is 6 times larger than the number of re-shares issued by users. People are more likely to generate videos than re-share videos that are already in Weibo. (3) Different recommendation factors. When importing a video, a user mainly considers the video itself, e.g., determining whether the video can interest his friends; when re-sharing a video, besides the video itself, the user also considers the user who shares the video in the first place, e.g., the user may be willing to help their friends to distribute a video. To perform recommendation for imports and re-shares, respectively, we first design a general recommendation model for both activities, then we suggest videos for imports and re-shares using different factors from the online social network and online content sharing network.
B. Recommendation Input: Matrices From Social Network and Content Network
We first introduce the information used in our design from both the online social network and the online video sharing network as follows: (1) the user matrix which represents how users follow each other in the online social network; (2) The content matrix which represents the similarity between the videos according to content analysis; and (3) the initial user-content matrix which represents how users import and re-share videos.
1) User-User Matrix:
The microblogging system allows users to maintain "weak" social connections between each other [30], i.e., a user can generally follow anyone without their explicit permission. Thus, the social connections in a microblogging system can well reflect users' interests. From the technical team of Tencent Weibo, one of the largest microblogging systems in China [31], we have obtained traces recording how users are socially connected to each other. Let denote the user-user matrix as follows.
2) Content-Content Matrix:
In traditional recommender systems, videos can be recommended only when they have been rated by some users before, i.e., after the system learns which users are interested in the videos [32] [33] [34] [35] . However, in the online social network, many user-generated videos are very cold with almost no viewer. In our design, we perform recommendation for these videos by using the content similarity analysis.
Particularly, we use a tag-based approach to construct the content similarity matrix as follows.
• Collecting keywords from videos' tag lists. The similarity between two videos is evaluated using their common keywords of their tags. The videos in Tencent Weibo are generally imported by users from other video sharing sites such as Youku, where each video is given a list of tags before it is published, containing several short sentences describing content of the video. In our design, we first segment each sentence into several keywords in set , then we use the common keywords of two videos to evaluate their similarity.
• Weighting the keywords. One problem of the similarity calculation is the highly skewed frequency of the keywords, i.e., some keywords appear much more frequently than others. e.g., the word "fun" can easily be chosen as a tag keyword. To resolve this problem, we adjust the weight of different keywords according to their appearance frequency. The weight of a keyword is defined as , where are two control parameters, and is the appearance frequency of in all the videos. The rationale lies as that (1) if two videos have more common keywords, the similarity between them should larger; and (2) if a keyword is more common, the weight of that keyword should be smaller. Finally, by adjusting the similarity according to their importance weights, we have the similarity between two videos as follows,
Larger
indicates that content is more similar to content .
3) Initial User-Content Matrix:
The user-content matrix contains information about how users import and re-share videos in Tencent Weibo. This information is also included in the traces we obtained. To improve the recommendation performance for cold users and cold videos, we can update some missing entries later. Let denote the initial user-content matrix as follows,
In our study, we only use the above "2D" matrices; however, they can be extended to have "3D" tensors, e.g., in the user matrix, the social connection between two users can be a vector indicating the different influences of a user to the other one; and in the content matrix, more context can be included to measure the similarity (e.g., location). We will discuss the details of the matrix extension in Section VII-B.
C. Framework of Our Recommendation
Next, we present the framework of our recommendation, which includes the following key technologies: (1) the user-content matrix update based on the social propagation and content similarity and (2) the activity-aware user-content space construction. 1) User-Content Matrix Update: As discussed above, the user-content matrix can be very sparse [36] . It is difficult for traditional recombination algorithms to deal with users who have imported/re-shared no or fewer videos, since personalized recommendation is based on users' historical preferences. In our design, we update the user-content matrix by making use of both the social matrix and content matrix to enable recommendation for cold users/videos, that is, we "predict" the items which are likely to be imported/re-shared by a user who has little historical importing/re-sharing information available.
On one hand, we use the social propagation model to connect users and videos, that is, videos imported/re-shared by a user's friends are likely to be imported/re-shared by the user. On the other hand, we connect videos to users who have imported/reshared similar videos. Fig. 3 illustrates the user-content update framework in our design. When updating the user-content matrix , besides the initial user-content matrix , the user-user matrix and the content-content matrix are also used. In particular, and will be used for the social-propagation-based update, while and will be used for the content-similaritybased update. We will discuss the details in Section IV.
2) Construction of the Joint User-Content Space: Our recommendation is based on constructing a joint user-content space and measuring the relevance between users and contents. Fig. 4 illustrates how the relevance between a user and a video is measured. The joint user-content space is based on combining a user space and a content space. The user space is constructed using the user-user matrix, and the content space is constructed using the content-content matrix. A user or a video can be represented by two description vectors in both spaces, which have the same dimension. The relevance between a user and a video is then measured in both spaces jointly. Finally, videos can be recommended to a user according to their relevance with the user. We will discuss the details in Section V.
Before we present the detailed design of the user-content matrix update and the user-content space construction, we list important notations in Table I .
IV. USER-CONTENT MATRIX UPDATE BASED ON SOCIAL PROPAGATION AND CONTENT SIMILARITY
We update the initial user-content matrix before performing the relevance-based recommendation. 
TABLE I NOTATIONS

A. Selecting the Entries to Update
When choosing the entries in the initial user-content matrix to update, there can be many different principles, e.g., we can target at some important users and videos to perform better recommendation for them. In this work, we choose the entries to update as follows. (1) We choose the users/videos with no or few existing entries, since these users/videos need more information for recommendation; (2) We choose the entries that can maximize the "accuracy" when being updated. We will discuss how the two objectives are achieved, respectively.
First, we choose the candidate entries that need the information for recommendation. The candidate users/videos to be updated in the user-content matrix are the ones with little information. The update is carried out round by round, we define the candidate set of entries to update in round as . is constructed in the following steps: (a) Rank users according to the number of videos they have imported/re-shared recently; (b) Select the users with the minimum imported/re-shared videos, and choose the videos randomly from a list of representative videos which will be discussed in Section V; (c) The selected users/videos will form the candidate set . Next, we choose the entries to update according to the accuracy when updating them. To evaluate the accuracy of updating an missing entry, which reflects the level of existing entries when updating it, we define an updating gain as in (1) at the bottom of the page, where is the updating gain of entry , and indicates exists in the initial user-content matrix. For matrix and , we have and . The initial updating gain (when ) is based on whether the entry exists in the initial user-content matrix, i.e., 1 is assigned to an existing entry and 0 is assigned to an missing entry; when an entry is updated, the updating gain is evaluated according to how the entry is calculated. In our design, we select the entries in the candidate set to maximize the matrix updating gain, by mathematically solving the following problem: (2) subject to where is the set of entries selected for updating, and is the maximum number of entries to be updated in each round. Next, we discuss how the entries are updated.
B. Updating the Missing Entries
Next, we will present the user-content matrix update based on the social propagation and content similarity.
First, we discuss the update using social propagation. Fig. 5(a) illustrates how social propagation can be used for the recommendation. A video propagates through social connections in a cascade way [9] , where one's interests can influence users. In our design, a row vector in the user-user matrix indicates the people who are followed by user , and a column vector in the user-content matrix indicates the users who have shown interest in video by importing/re-sharing it.
(1) When more people followed by a user have shown interests in a particular video, the user himself can be influenced as well. Thus, according to the social propagation, the ability that content can interest user is evaluated by (3) We update the missing entries in the user-content matrix round by round, based on simulating the propagation of videos through the social connections. As illustrated in Fig. 5(b) , after an entry in the user-content matrix is updated, indicating that the user will potentially import or re-share the video, the user will be able to influence others who follow him. In our algorithm, parameter determines the maximum "depth" of the propagation.
Second, we discuss the content similarity based matrix update. Based on a user's historical preference, we can predict what videos the user will be more likely to import/re-share according to the similarity between the videos he has imported/reshared and other videos. Thus, the ability that a content can interest user can be evaluated by (4) Finally, a missing entry is updated according to the combination of and (5) where is the threshold to determine the updating result. In each update round, will be dynamically adjusted so that at least half of the candidate entries will be updated to 1. The algorithm for the user-content matrix update is given in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Update of the user-content matrix.
1: procedure MATRIX UPDATE 2: 3:
According to (1), calculate the updating gains for entries in 5:
Rank the entries in in their updating gains' descending order 6:
for the top entries in the ranked entry list do 7:
Update the selected entries using (5)
V. USER-CONTENT SPACE CONSTRUCTION AND THE RECOMMENDATION
We construct the user-content space after the user-content matrix has been updated. In our design, we describe each user and each video by a vector in the user-content space, such that the relevance of a user and a video can be measured for the recommendation.
A. Construction of the Joint User-Content Space
We first construct the user space and content space separately, so that a user and a video can be mapped into either of the spaces. Then we combine the vectors in both spaces to measure the relevance between a user and a video according to the dot product of their vectors in the joint user-content space, so as to perform the recommendation.
1) A General Algorithm for User/Content Space Construction:
Since the user space and content space are constructed using the similar procedure, we present the general algorithm which will be employed in both user space and content space construction.
(a) Choose representative items from a candidate set. Let denote the similarity between item and item (an item can be a user or a video). Larger indicates that is more similar to . In our design, we choose representative items from the candidate set by solving the following problem: (6) subject to where is the set of the selected representative items and is the whole candidate set. The rationale of the optimization in (6) is that we select the representative items "different" enough from each other to maximize their ability to describe the diversity of other items.
Algorithm 2 Selection of the representative items.
1: procedure REPRESENTATIVE ITEM SELECT 2:
Select items randomly from to form a initial 3:
Find item that has the largest similarity cost
4:
Replace item with item selected from , which has the smallest similarity cost 5: Repeat 2-4 until the similarity cost change is smaller than threshold 6: end procedure
The problem can be solved by a heuristic algorithm in Algorithm 2. First it randomly chooses items from the candidate set, and then replaces the items to obtain a better set iteratively, by reducing a similarity cost, which is defined as follows, (7) We will discuss the candidate items and the number of representative items later for the user space and content space, respectively.
(b) Cluster the representative items into groups. We define description index for a group of several representative items, which is a similar concept used in the clustering algorithms, e.g., K-Means and K-Medoids [37] , to evaluate the similarity between items within a group. Larger description index indicates that items are more closely clustered inside the group. We maximize the description index within the same group as follows, (8) subject to where is the set of groups we choose for the space construction, is a group in , and defines a representative index of item in group . The representative index is defined as (9) We use a K-Medoids like algorithm to solve the above optimization as illustrated in Algorithm 3. First, initial medoids are randomly selected from the representative set ; then we change the medoids to other items to improve the clustering gain, which is defined as follows: (10) where is the original medoid of a group. By improving the clustering gain iteratively, we are able to increase the description index of the groups.
Algorithm 3 Clustering of the representative items.
1: procedure REPRESENTATIVE ITEM CLUSTER 2:
Randomly select items from as the initial medoids 3: for do 4:
Assign to a group whose medoid is the most similar to 5: end for 6:
For each group, replace the medoid with an item in the same group such that the clustering gain can be maximized 7:
Repeat 2-6 until the clustering gain change is smaller than threshold 8: end procedure (c) Map any user/video to a -dimension vector. In the user space, a user will be described as a vector and a video will be described as a vector ; while in the content space, a user will be described as a vector and a video will be described as a vector . We define a relevance index between and as follows, (11) where is a dynamical weight to combine the relevance values in both the user space and content space. Larger indicates that the user will be more likely to refer to the user space for the recommendation, while small indicates that he is more likely to refer to the content space for the recommendation. We will further evaluate and discuss the impact of this parameter in Section VI.
Next, we will discuss in particular how the user space and content space are constructed, respectively.
2) Construction of the User Space: Based on the user-user matrix generated from the Weibo traces, we present how the user space is constructed using the general algorithms.
(a) Select the representative users. In Weibo, some users are so famous that they have millions of followers; besides, these users distributed in different categories, e.g., IT, business, etc. They can be used as the representative users. Fig. 6 illustrates the number of followers of each user in the 5,000 top-followed users (who have the largest numbers of followers in Tencent Weibo) ranked according to the numbers of their followers. We observe that the number of followers of the top-followed users is much larger than that of the average users.
To avoid the impact the most popular users who can be easily followed by anyone, we skip the first 1,000 top-followed users. Fig. 7 illustrates the number of people covered by the top 1,000-4,000 followed users, i.e., users have followed at least one of the top-followed users. We observe the 3,000 top-followed users can cover about 20 million users in the system, which is about the number of all users in Tencent Weibo. Thus, we choose the 1,000-4,000 top-followed users as the representative users. In our design, the similarity between two users is calculated as the fraction of their common followers as follows, (12) where is the set of users who follow in Weibo. The rationale is as follows. (1) Weak social relation. Comparing with the strong social connections (friends) in social network systems like Facebook, the following relation in a microblogging system can be very weak, i.e., users can follow anyone who interests them. (2) Interest driven following connection between ordinary users and top-followed users. Since users can follow users all according to their own interests, the fraction of common followers of two top-followed users can be used to represent their similarity. Facebook has also confirmed that weak relationship can represent users' interests and is important information source for users [38] .
(b) Cluster the representative users. We need to solve the optimization given in (8) to obtain the groups used to construct the user space. We have already defined the similarity between users, and we are able to directly use Algorithm 3 to cluster the top-followed users. In our experiments, we choose to be around 20.
(c) Construct user vector and content vector in the user space. The user vector and content vector are constructed as follows.
• User vector in user space . Let denote the number of representative users in group that user follows. The user vector is the normalization of vector , i.e., entry in is defined as . The rationale is that when user follows more representative users in a group, the corresponding entry in the user vector is larger to emphasize his interest in that particular group.
• Content vector in user space . We use the updated user-content matrix to construct the content vector . Let denote the aggregate strength of users who have imported/re-shared video , where is the set of users who have imported or re-shared video . The content vector is then defined as the normalization of vector , i.e., entry in is defined as . The rationale is that a large entry in indicates that more users from the corresponding group likes that video.
3) Construction of the Content Space:
Similarly, we present how we construct the content space using the general algorithm.
(a) Select the representative videos. We choose the representative contents from the top-imported/re-shared videos, which are the most popular ones which have the largest number of viewers. Fig. 8 illustrates the fraction of users covered by the top-imported/re-shared contents in Tencent Weibo, i.e., the users have imported/re-shared at least one video in the top-imported/re-shared videos. In our design, we use candidate top-imported/re-shared videos, which can cover almost 80% of all the users. The content similarity is defined in Section III-B, i.e.,
. We choose the representative contents using Algorithm 2.
(b) Cluster the representative videos. We have selected the top-imported/re-shared videos that are the most popular ones in the system. To maximize the description index of the selected videos, we need to cluster these top-imported/re-shared videos into multiple groups. We use Algorithm 3 to cluster the representative videos to groups. In our experiments, the performance can be optimized when the number of clusters is around 8. (c) Construct content vector and user vector in the content space. The content vector and user vector are constructed as follows.
• Content vector in content space . Let denote the aggregate similarity of video with all items in group , i.e.,
. The content vector then is defined as the normalization of vector , i.e., entry in is defined as . The rationale is that a larger entry in indicates that video is more similar to that group.
• User vector in content space . Let denote the aggregate strength of contents which have been imported/reshared by user where is the set of videos that are imported or re-shared by . The user vector is the normalization of vector , i.e., entry in is defined as . The rationale is that if user has imported/re-shared more videos similar to a group, the corresponding entry in the user vector should be larger to reflect his interest in that group.
B. Recommendation Based on the User-Content Space
After the user space and content space have been constructed, the relevance between a user and a video can be measured according to (11) . The recommendation is provided to a user as a list of videos, which have the largest relevance index with the user. In our design, we provide the importing list and re-sharing list as follows.
• Importing list. The importing list contains videos that are likely to be imported by users to the microblogging system. Since a user is able to view all the videos on the external video sharing sites like Youku, the candidate video pool contains all the recent popular videos on Youku, and the importing list generated by our algorithm is the ones with the largest relevance index with the user. When importing a video, a user considers more about the video itself; thus, a smaller will be used when performing the importing recommendation.
• Re-sharing list. The re-sharing list contains videos that are the most likely to be re-shared by a user further to his followers. Since the videos that the user can re-share are the ones imported or re-shared from people he follows. Thus, the candidate video pool for the re-sharing recommendation is the list of videos that can "reach" them, i.e., the ones that have been re-shared by people they follow. When re-sharing a video, a user considers not only the video, but also the friends who imports/re-shares the video. Thus, a larger will be used when performing the re-sharing recommendation.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we conduct experiments using real traces from Tencent Weibo and Youku to verify our algorithm and evaluate its performance.
A. Experiment Setup
We evaluate the performance of our joint social-content recommendation for both video importing and video re-sharing. We use traces from Tencent Weibo and Youku to run the experiments. We randomly choose 2200 videos from Youku, which are selected from 5 most popular categories on Youku. The videos were published between March 19 and June 20, 2011, and were the most popular ones on Youku's front pages on June 20, 2011. Around 600 000 users have imported or re-shared these videos. In particular, the traces contain the following information. (1) The user-user matrix. The traces record the social connections, i.e., which users are followed by which users. (2) The content-content matrix. The traces have recorded the original URLs of the videos, which can be used to crawl their text tags, which are used to generate the matrix as presented in Section III-B2. (3) The initial user-content matrix. The microblog traces have also recorded whether a video is imported or re-shared, and we generate the initial user-content matrix by setting the entry to 1 if the user has imported or re-shared the video.
In our experiments, we use the recommendation accuracy as the key performance metric, which is the fraction of videos correctly suggested by the recommender system over all the videos imported/re-shared by users [39] . After we provide a recommendation list to users, by comparing it with their true importing or re-sharing records, we can yield the recommendation accuracy. In the following experiments, we divide the user-content matrix into two parts: 60% of the records will be used as the input of the initial user-content matrix, while the rest will be used as the ground truth to evaluate the design.
B. Algorithm Verification
In Fig. 9 , we first evaluate the impact of the user space and content space. The two curves in this figure illustrate the recommendation accuracy versus for importing recommendation and re-sharing recommendation, respectively. We observe that for both recommendation, too large or too small leads to low recommendation accuracy. The reason is that when recommending importing and re-sharing videos to users, the relevance between users and videos in both user space (where users and videos are represented by representative user groups) and content space (where users and videos are represented by representative content groups) can assist the recommendation, and the recommendation based on a combination of the relevance in both spaces achieves the best performance. From this figure, we observe that importing recommendation relies more on the content space, i.e., relatively small (0.3) achieves the best accuracy; while re-sharing recommendation relies more on the user space, i.e., relatively large (0.7) achieves the best performance. The reason is that the importing activity is performed more according to users' interests in videos; while re-sharing is usually performed more according to the people they follow. The results verify the effectiveness of our joint social-content approach for both importing and re-sharing recommendation.
In other experiments, we will use and for importing recommendation and re-sharing recommendation, respectively.
will be referred to as using content space only, and will be referred to as using user space only. Since personalized recommendation relies on users' historical preferences, we evaluate the performance by varying the number of users' historical importing and re-sharing records. Users with more importing/re-sharing records are referred to as more active users. The user-content matrix update based on social propagation and content similarity is expected to improve the recommendation for cold users/contents. In our experiments, we evaluate the recommendation for users with fewer re-sharing/importing records in the system. Specifically, we randomly choose 100,000 users from the most un-active users for the evaluation. First, we evaluate the impact of , which determines the number of missing entries to update in each round. Fig. 10 illustrates the recommendation accuracy versus the number of missing entries updated in each round. In Fig. 10(a) , we observe that for the importing recommendation, when more missing entries are updated, higher accuracy can be achieved, and when the number is too large, the increase rate is getting smaller. In Fig. 10(b) , similar results are observed for the re-sharing recommendation, but with a smaller increasing rate. Second, we evaluate the impact of the number of rounds used for the user-content matrix update. The number of rounds used in updating the missing entries determines the depth of the propagation simulation. Fig. 11(a) and (b) illustrate the recommendation accuracy versus the number of updating rounds used in the update. We observe that the best accuracy can be achieved when the number of updating rounds is between 2 and 3 for both importing and re-sharing recommendation, indicating that in the update a moderate propagation depth should be used.
C. Performance Evaluation
We first evaluate the performance of our own design under different combinations of the user space and content space. Fig. 12(a) and (b) illustrate the recommendation accuracy versus the number of top-active users used in the evaluation. From the two figures we can see that when more un-active users are evaluated, the accuracy is decreased. Meanwhile, we observe that comparing with using only the user space or only the content space , the user-content space achieves better performance. Similar results are also observe that the content space achieves better performance than the user space in importing recommendation, while the user space achieves better performance than the content space in re-sharing recommendation.
We also compare our approach with the following algorithms: content-based filtering approach [10] and the collaborative filtering approach [32] . Although the approaches are not directly designed to perform recommendation in our scenario, i.e., the importing recommendation and re-sharing recommendation for user-generated videos in the online social network, we implement them as follows. (1) Content-based filtering approach. For each user, the videos he has imported/re-shared will be used to find the new ones that may interest him. Videos that are the most similar to the ones he has imported/re-shared before are recommended (according to the content-content matrix). The size of the recommendation list is the same as that used in our approach. (2) Collaborative filtering approach. In the collaborative filtering approach, "similar" users are discovered according to the videos they have imported or re-shared, i.e., two users are more similar to each other if they have imported or re-shared more common videos before. The recommendation list for a user consists of the videos that are imported/re-shared by users who are the most similar to him. Fig. 13 illustrates the recommendation accuracy of different recommendation algorithms with respect to the number of topactive users used in the evaluation. In general, we observe that for both importing and re-sharing recommendations, our approach achieves significantly higher recommendation accuracy, especially when more users with little importing/re-sharing history are involved in the evaluation. We also observe that content-based filtering works better in the importing recommendation while collaborative filtering works slightly better in the re-sharing recommendation.
VII. DISCUSSIONS
To further explore the potential of the joint social and content recommendation in a real large-scale online social network service, in this section, we discuss the efficiency of our recommendation algorithms and how they can be extended to satisfy more complicated social connections and video properties.
A. Efficiency of the Recommendation Algorithms
First, we discuss the efficiency of the user-content matrix update. The update algorithm is able to adapt to the Internetscale social media recommendation thanks to the unique characteristics of the online social network: (1) The number of a user's social connections is limited. Dunbar's number [40] is suggested as a theoretical cognitive limit to the number (150) of people with whom one can maintain stable social relations. In our measurement of Tencent Weibo, we observe that the average number of people one follows is below 100. When performing the social-propagation-based update, the limited number of social connections of a user can largely reduce the computation. ( 2) The number of video candidates for recommendation is limited. In the online social network, users are more likely to exchange and consume recent contents. In our measurement study of Tencent Weibo, we observe that a dominant portion of videos that users import and re-share are published in the recent 24 hours [19] . Thus, in our recommendation, the size of the candidate videos can be quite limited. (3) The number of entries to update is limited. In our algorithm, the number of entries in the user-content matrix to be updated can be dynamically adjusted according to the load of the recommendation system and the number of active users, e.g., the update will be performed when a user is actively requesting the recommendation list and the system is able to handle the load; otherwise, the system will perform the recommendation with a lower quality when the update is not performed for some users.
Second, we discuss the efficiency of the space construction. (1) To maintain the set of the representative users or videos, a heap data structure can be utilized, so that the change of the representative users only requires comparisons and switches. (2) In our clustering algorithm, we use the threshold to limit the rounds. (3) When calculating a user's vectors, only numbers instead of detailed contents are used, i.e., the number of a user's idols and the number of videos he has viewed are utilized (the number of the videos one has viewed is limited since only the recent viewing history is referred to). Similarly, the space construction can scale for the large recommendation.
B. Extension of the Matrix
In this study, for each matrix, an entry is a numerical value to indicate the social connection, social activity and content similarity; however, when performing recommendation, more complicated information can be explored, e.g., the location and gender of a user, the category and duration of a video, etc. To incorporate such information into our recommendation, we can extend the 2D matrices to 3D matrices. Let denote the number of these context items we can use; each entry in the three matrices will be replaced by a -dimension vector. In the user-user matrix, indicates the different aspects that user can affect user ; in the user-content matrix, indicates the different aspects that user likes video ; and in the content-content matrix, indicates the different aspects that content is similar to . In the user-content matrix update and the relevance space construction, the original operations of the matrix entries will be replaced by the operations of the vectors, e.g., will be the value to compare with the threshold in the user-content matrix update. Since we are lack of such extensive information from our current traces from Tencent Weibo and Youku, we would like to explore the potential of the 3D tensors in our future work.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose to use information from the online social network and online content sharing network jointly to perform recommendation for user-generated contents, i.e., we suggest videos that users are likely to import or re-share in the online social network. We propose to use social propagation simulation and content similarity analysis to update the user-content matrix, so as to predict how cold videos can be imported/re-shared by cold users. Based on the user-content matrix update, we construct a joint user-content space using social relation, content similarity and user activity, to calculate the relevance between users and videos for the recommendation. Our extended experimental results based on Weibo traces demonstrate the effectiveness of the joint social and content recommendation, which achieves a significantly higher recommendation accuracy than the existing content-based filtering and collaborative filtering approaches.
